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1. Welcome Ben!
Huzzah, Concord’s GIS Team is again at full strength with the arrival of Benjamin Clayman, GIS
Analyst for Concord Public Works! Ben has previously worked in GIS positions at Volpe, the
National Transportation Systems Center; MassGIS; and American Structurepoint.

Welcome Ben!
2. Get Your Town Meeting (etc.) Maps Here!
Would a map enhance your presentation to the Finance Committee or Town Meeting? The
GIS team is happy to help! Here are some recent map products to whet your appetite – just
click the thumbnail for a full-size image:

Market Areas FY17

New Parking Meters

Cemetery Improvements

Drop Off Swap Off Traffic Flow

Just let Jill or Russ know, and we will work with you to create a display that will get your
message across clearly -- and beautifully too!
3. Parcel Line Dimensioning Project
Unlike in many towns, Concord’s tax maps do not (yet!) include annotation showing the length
of each and every parcel line segment throughout town. We have over 18,000 parcel line
segments, and each has two lengths associated with it, one from each of the deeds of the two
abutting parcels.

To remedy this, the Assessors and the GIS Team have contracted with Kappa Mapping to
capture Deed Lengths for all parcel lines. To date, the task is 7% complete. It’s a VERY longterm project, but we’re glad it’s moving forward!
4. Great Catch!

Marcia R discovered a mismatch problem between the Zoning Codes in the Detailed Parcel
Information on our Webmaps, and the actual Zones shown on the map. Coordination between
Planning, GIS and Assessing solved the problem – and should prevent future recurrence too.

One of Concord’s newest firemen, while studying hard to learn all the street in town, found a
street name error on the street index map that had been there for years without anyone
noticing. Now it’s fixed … wonder if he’ll spot any more?!?!
Alan C asked: Jill, why can’t I find the 35 Black Birch address on our webmaps?
Answer: Because yours truly accidently typed 355 when entering the new address into the
Master Address Table. Ooopsie!
Tish H needed access to the Plowing and Sanding Route Maps, which used to be on the old
Staff Website, under GIS Prepared Maps. It’s snowing!! Where are they now?? Zippitty-quick,
with Sean D’s on-the-spot assistance, a new Employees-Only Prepared Maps page appeared
on the new website. All those Route Maps are now present and accounted for.
How about you – have you noticed anything amiss in our mapping system? Please don’t
hesitate to let us know about it – even if it’s ‘just’ a typo!
5. Stan Sosnicki: How I Use GIS
Stan Sosnicki, Assistant Public Health Director, writes: “I have been using ArcGIS to print out
site plans for soil testing for approximately 15 years now. I developed a form that that I use in
the field to record soil conditions. Using ArcGIS, I am able to show wetlands, aquifer
protection zones, waterways and other site conditions that need to be considered when
testing for a septic system design. I then use a word document to print out the soil
information on the back of the form. This has been a valuable tool to identify environmental
conditions that are not always apparent when working out in the field. “

Thanks Stan! I will be asking other GIS users to share how they use mapping tools in their work
in future newsletters. Maybe we will spark new ideas!

